Abstract. We report a study of the layered diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) were prepared by cooling the boiling saturated aqueous solution to room temperature. The exciton structure of the absorption spectra of nanoparticles exhibits blue shift due to the quantum confinement effect. In photoluminescence spectra of nanocrystals, two main peaks were revealed, which are attributed to the band-edge transitions and defect states. The EPR spectra for bulk layers and nanocrystals consist of an intense broad line and several weak narrow lines that correspond to hyperfine spectra of Mn 2+ ions.
Introduction
In the recent decade, after the discovery of grafene and its unique properties [1, 2] , interest to other materials with layered structures has significantly increased. Among them, lead iodide (PbI 2 ) is an intrinsic wide band gap semiconductor (E g = 2.3…2.55 eV) having high molecular weight and high resistivity. This material is an excellent and interesting candidate for high efficiency room temperature radiation detectors operating in the medium energy range. They can be widely applied in medicine, monitoring ecology, nondestructive defectoscopy and X-ray and gamma spectroscopy [3] [4] [5] [6] . As a high-anisotropic semiconductor, PbI 2 has a type of layered structure, with a repeating unit of hexagonal close packed layer of Pb 2+ sandwiched between two layers of I − in the crystal. Recently, a number of research works have been reported on the synthesis of the low-dimensional structures of PbI 2 by chemical and physical methods with different shapes. For example, colloidal [7] [8] [9] , solgel [10, 11] , reverse micells [12] , hydrothermal techniques [13, 14] and so on were employed for growth of the PbI 2 nanostructures in the form of nanoplates, nanodisks, nanorods, nanodots, nanobelts and nanobelts bundles. All these structures demonstrate anisotropy of properties and a strong exciton confinement.
PbI 2 single crystals doped with transition metal (TM) elements (Mn, Fe, Co, etc) possessing the unfilled 3d-shell are of interest for the development of new materials -layered diluted magnetic semiconductors (LDMSs) [15, 16] . The main characteristics of these materials are associated with exhibition of strong sp-d spin-exchange interaction between band carriers and magnetic ions. All materials having natural layered structures are expected to facilitate the growth of zero dimensional quantum-confined nanostructures due to their anisotropy along the directions parallel and perpendicular to the C axis. Basic investigations of these materials are related to optical and magneto-optical properties of bulk crystals, for example, Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 [17] [18] [19] , and related nanoparticles are insufficiently studied as yet [16, 20] .
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is found to be a convenient technique because of variations of the EPR linewidth and possibility to investigate the spinspin interactions in crystals. The line shape as a function of magnetic ion concentrations and temperature provides information about the dynamics of the spin system.
In this work, we report on absorption, photoluminescence (PL) and EPR studies of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 bulk layers and nanocrystals.
Experimental

Sample preparation
The samples of the 2 x x 1 I Mn Pb  layered crystals with x lying within the range 0 to 0.15 were grown using the Bridgman-Stockbarger technique. The obtained 2H-polytype single crystal samples are characterized by clearlayered structures and very thin layers with the thickness up to 100 nm can be prepared by using the so-called "scotch tape method". Nanoparticles of 2 x x 1 I Mn Pb  with x from the above range were prepared by embedding them into polyvinylalcohol (PVA) matrix using cooling the boiling saturated aqueous Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 solution to room temperature [10, 21] . Originally, monocrystalline or polycrystalline Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 was crushed to powder using the ball milling technique. The powder was dissolved in deionized water heated to 100 ºC. We added also PVA to solution for stabilization of the semiconductor particles. The mixture was cooled then to room temperature and kept at this temperature for 48 h. Polymer films with incorporated semiconductor particles that were produced in such a way were stable for a long period of time. Their stability was even higher than monocrystalline material. In the previous work [20] , we have studied nanoparticles using TEM in the direction perpendicular to the C axis. In this work, the scanning electron examination in the direction parallel to the C axis was performed with a highresolution field emission scanning electron microscope (FE SEM) Hitachi 5500 in order to confirm the plateletlike shape of nanocrystals (Fig. 1) . The cross-section of the PVA film with nanoparticles of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 was prepared by the focused ion beam (FIB) technique.
Measurements
The absorption and photoluminescence spectra were recorded using the UV-Vis spectrometer based on the diffraction monochromator MDR-23 (LOMO) at temperatures 4.2 to 300 K. Excitation of photoluminescence was carried out using a He-Cd laser operating at the wavelength 325 nm and power close to 10 mW. For comparison, the measurements were performed separately for polymer films without nanoparticles, composite films and single crystal layers. For EPR measurements, the X-band microwave frequency (9.3 GHz, magnetic field modulation 100 kHz, power 5 mW, modulation amplitude 0.05 mT) in the Bruker Elexsys 580 FT/CW Q and X-band spectrometer was used. Temperature measurements were made using the variable temperature nitrogen controller (Bruker ER4131VT) and the Bruker Elexsys software, which enabled our investigations within the temperature range 90 to 370 K. The samples were cut in the shape of a circle of the radius about 1.5 mm.
Results and discussion
The exciton absorption spectrum of thin layers of pure PbI 2 consists of three lines with n = 1, 2 and 3. In the case of solid solutions of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 with x ≤ 0.01, exciton structures reduced to two lines with n = 1, 2 and contained only the main exciton band n = 1, when x > 0.01. In addition, with an increase of Mn content main exciton band is strongly broadened and shifted towards shorter wavelengths. Similar behavior is observed in the exciton reflection spectra of bulk layers of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 (Fig. 2) . With increasing the manganese content, we observed high-energy shift of the exciton structure n = 1, its broadening and disappearance of the n = 2 and n = 3 exciton excited states in PbI 2 . The exciton structure in the studied samples is well explained in terms of the cationic exciton model [22] . In accordance with this model, the main peak is associated with the optical transition between 
With decreasing dimensionality of the system to nanocrystals, one can see changes in absorption spectra. The exciton structure of the absorption spectra of nanoparticles exhibits a blue shift due to the quantum confinement effect. With decreasing temperature for nanocrystals embedded into PVA matrix, we also observed only one broad band shifted to the short-wave side (Fig. 3) . Similar deviation has been reported even for the exciton energies in the two-and three-layer nanoparticles of PbI 2 into E-MAA copolymer [23, 24] . Analyzing these spectra and using the quantum confinement model based on the effective-mass approximation, it is possible to estimate the thickness of these nanocrystals using the expression:
where E b is the exciton formation energy in the material (bulk), and M is the exciton translation mass, L z is the width of the potential well, and n is the quantum number of loops of the standing wave. The performed calculations according to Eq. (2) suggest that the thickness L z of nanoparticles is equal to 0.7 nm (unit layer). Fig. 4 depicts the low-temperature PL spectra for bulk layers of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 at band-to-band excitation. For pure PbI 2 , the PL spectrum consists of an intense emission band corresponding to the exciton-impurity complex of I and two weak bands A T and A D related with the emission of polaritons of the upper and lower branches, respectively. In Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 layers with x = 0.01, we observed two emission bands I and I L and polariton band like that in pure PbI 2 . With increase of the Mn content, the PL spectra shifted to the high energy region with disappearance of the I, A T and A D bands, and only one broad emission band was observed. This broad emission band demonstrates a small asymmetry at the low-energy side. On the other hand, with increasing the temperature for the high-energy tail of this band its broadening is observed. This behavior suggests that the broad emission band is associated with the localized excitons. The localized exciton states may be induced by potential fluctuations caused by imperfections in the crystal. These imperfections of the crystal lattice occur in the samples as a consequence of substitution of lead atoms (ion radius 1.26 Å) in the cation sublattice by manganese atoms (ion radius 0.91 Å). The room temperature photoluminescence spectrum for nanocrystals of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 in PVA matrices is shown in Fig. 5 . The two peaks are observed in all the samples with a different Mn content. The high-energy emission peaks can be attributed to the exciton transitions. The energy position of this band is shifted to higher photon energies with increasing the Mn content in accordance with reducing the band gap. The energy position of the low-energy photoluminescence peak is around 2.35…2.38 eV. With increasing the manganese content, we observed increase in the intensity of this band and its broadening. However, the energy position of the PL peak remains the same up to x ≤ 0.03. On the other hand, with further increasing the TM component (x > 0.03) we observed a small blue shift of the lowenergy band of spectrum. This emission band is associated with a different defect states. E. Lifshitz et al. [10, 25] observed an emission band in PL spectra for platelet-like nanocrystals PbI 2 in this energy region and identified this peak with donor and acceptor sites at the interior part of the nanoparticles. N. Preda et al. [26] observed an emission band with simple energy position in PL spectra for micrometric crystalline powder of PbI 2 obtained by mechanical crumbling of bulk crystals. They associated this peak with the presence of Pb 2+ ions usually produced near dislocations and cleavage defects in bulk crystals. S.E. Derenzo et al. [27] studied PbI 2 crystals with different impurities and associated a similar emission band in PL spectra with recombination between shallow donors and acceptors. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra for bulk layers of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 and nanocrystals were investigated in the X-band [28] . The EPR spectrum that we are observed is typical for Mn 2+ ions in polycrystalline samples. The basic spectrum consists of typical hyperfine structure (six lines for 5/2 nuclear spin) and transition between spin levels m s = -1/2 to m s = +1/2 superposed on the wide line. The wide line that is observed in EPR spectrum consists of 4 broaden lines for Mn 2+ , which are described for bulk materials in [29, 30] and nanocrystals [31, 32] as related with transitions between spin levels m s = -5/2 to m s = -3/2, m s = -3/2 to m s = -1/2 , m s = +1/2 to m s = +3/2, and m s = +3/2 to m s = +3/2. Simultaneously, for the samples with a higher value of x, such as x > 0.01 for bulk crystals and x > 0.08 for nanocrystals, a hyperfine structure is completely quenched, and only a broad signal is observed. The values of effective spectroscopic g eff = 1.995 agrees very well with that presented in the literature [33] . Besides, for nanoparticles with the manganese content x ≤ 0.08 and bulk layers with x ≤ 0.01, we also observed other resonance line with anisotropy in the angular dependence (Fig. 6) . The character of angular and temperature dependences suggests that this resonance line is related with Mn atoms substituting lead atoms inside the crystal layer [34] . Full interpretation of this EPR line requires further researches.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the optical absorption, photoluminescence and EPR spectra for bulk layers and nanocrystals of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 have been studied. The exciton structure in absorption spectra of nanocrystals is shifted to shorter wavelengths as compared with that of bulk layers due to the quantum confinement effect. The broad emission band in photoluminescence spectra of Pb 1-x Mn x I 2 bulk layers is associated with localized states of excitons. In PL spectra of nanocrystals, two peaks have been observed, which are attributed to the band-edge transitions and defect states. The EPR spectra for the investigated samples consist of an intense broad line and several weak narrow lines that correspond to hyperfine spectra of Mn 2+ ions. As the manganese content increases, the hyperfine structure transforms to one broad line. The values of effective spectroscopic g eff = 1.995 parameters of hyperfine structure A and the peak-to-peak line width of the resonance line H pp have been obtained for the hyperfine structure. 
